
The Art of  Neighboring 
Week 1 //  Weekly 

June 7-June 13,  2020 
 
*Let participants know whether they should watch the video before your group meeting 
or if you will be watching during the meeting. 
 
Getting Started –  

• Welcome people as they arrive 
• Make sure everyone knows each person 
• Go around the room and have each person (not each couple) share 

o My family now… 
o I grew up… 
o I enjoy… 

 
Discussion Questions – (watch video here if your group didn’t watch in advance) 

• What was your biggest take away from the video? What stuck out to you? 
• Read Acts 17:26-27 

o What jumps out to you from this passage? How does it fit the rest of 
his sermon in Acts 17? Any comments or questions are fine here. We 
want people to process the Scripture together. 

o Do you have any invisible neighbors? Do you think you are invisible 
to them as well? How does this happen? Allow for open sharing.  Note: 
Invisible neighbors are simply the neighbors that we see but don’t know 
yet. 

o According to Acts 17 that we just read, why do we live where we 
live? Why has God placed us in our neighborhoods? What about 
those that surround us? Why are they there? 

§ We are hoping people make these observations: 
• God has a hand in determining where people live 
• Where we live isn’t about us – sometimes God puts us in 

places so that those around us (our neighbors) can find 
Him. 

• Luke 10:29 says this about the teacher of the law: “But he wanted to justify 
himself, so he asked Jesus, ‘And who is my neighbor?’” In what ways do 
we attempt to justify ourselves in order to avoid taking the Great 
Commandment literally? In what way are you tempted to make a 
“neighbor” into a metaphor? Jesus was trying to get the Jewish people to see 
outside their ethnic boundaries by showing that ANYONE can be their neighbor. 
The authors make the point that the Jewish people were already good at caring 
for their actual neighbors so Jesus was giving them the “graduate level” 
definition. We tend to do the opposite in our culture.  Since we mostly agree that 
everyone is our neighbor, we tend to neglect our geographic neighbors and give 
the word neighbor a more metaphorical definition. It is critical that we understand 
that Jesus calls us to love our actual neighbors. It is important for this to soak in 
since this will be a shift in thinking for many people. As long as people define 
neighbor as a metaphor, they will justify neglecting their geographic neighbors. 

 
Moving Forward –  



• Do the Block Map – Take out the block map and fill it in right now . . . just start 
with the names of your neighbors . . . (Allow extra time to do the map this first 
time around). 
 
Go around the room and share how many of the names you knew? Did you have 
any epiphanies as you did this exercise? What did you learn or feel as a result of 
doing this exercise? Most people naturally feel a little guilty when they realize 
how little they know about their neighbors. Allow people to feel what they feel, but 
this is definitely NOT the time to try to make people feel guilty or like they are not 
doing enough. Allow God to work on people in HIS timing. As a host, you might 
feel like you should know more of your neighbors. Avoid that temptation. We are 
all on this journey together, and we all have room to grow. Let people see you 
are real and honest and that you don’t have it all figured out either. Your group 
will trust you more for your honesty! 
 
Write the names of your neighbors by listing out the names of the adults and 
children of the 8 closest houses or apartment units next to you. Pay attention to 
the blank spaces (YOU SHOULD HAVE already done this earlier in the first 
session). Every other week you will go around and share how many neighbors 
you know by name and if you have made any progress since the last meetings. 
Take a second and identify each of the neighbors. Decide if they are a stranger, 
an acquaintance, or a relationship. 
 

• Identify one neighbor that you are going to pray for during the next week. Take 
time to pray in the group for the neighbors that were mentioned. 

• Share one small “next step” that you feel God is calling you to take in the next 
7 days.  

• Encourage each member of your group to sign up for Bless Every Home on 
the Northside Events page if they haven’t yet. 

• Remind them of the next meeting time and close in prayer. 
 


